NIH Career Development and Training Workshop
March 11th, 2009

~Agenda~

10:00AM - 10:30AM REGISTRATION FOR SESSION ONE
SHORIN, ROOM 802, Kimmel Center, 60 WASHINGTON SQUARE SOUTH

10:30 AM - 12:00 PM The NRSA and Beyond: NIH Funding Opportunities for Pre and Post Docs
A comprehensive look at NIH pre and post doc funding opportunities, the review process, and thoughts related to achieving success.

12:00PM - 12:15PM REGISTRATION FOR SESSION TWO
SHORIN, ROOM 802, Kimmel Center, 60 WASHINGTON SQUARE SOUTH

12:15 PM - 1:15 PM Postdoctoral Considerations: NIH Career Development and Training
Participant driven discussion session for the post doc. Topics determined by audience questions and may include: in depth funding opportunity information, preparing successful applications and revisions, and selecting training opportunities and jobs that will facilitate success.

1:15PM- 2:15PM Lunch

2:15PM - 2:30PM REGISTRATION FOR SESSION THREE
SHORIN, ROOM 802, Kimmel Center, 60 WASHINGTON SQUARE SOUTH

2:30 PM - 3:45 PM NIH Career Awards for Researchers and Physician Scientists
Participant driven discussion session on career funding opportunities at NIH. Topics determined by audience questions and may include: preparing competitive applications and revisions, recent changes in NIH policies and the peer review process, and new Career Award opportunities for every experience level. Investigators are invited to bring Summary Statements from proposals.

3:45PM- 4:00PM REGISTRATION FOR SESSION FOUR
SHORIN, ROOM 802, Kimmel Center, 60 WASHINGTON SQUARE SOUTH

4:00 PM - 5:00 PM Predoctoral Considerations: NIH Career Development and Training
Participant driven discussion session for the pre doc. Topics determined by audience questions and may include: in depth funding opportunity information, preparing successful applications and revisions, and selecting training opportunities and jobs that will facilitate success. Participants should bring questions related to career development and training awards.
5:00PM - 5:15PM REGISTRATION FOR SESSION FIVE
OFFICE OF SPONSORED PROGRAMS, 665 BROADWAY, SUITE 801

5:15 PM - 6:15 PM Applying for Institutional Training Grants from NIH
Participant driven discussion session on the Institutional Training Grant funding mechanism. Topics determined by audience questions and may include: preparing competitive applications and revisions and recent changes in NIH policies and the peer review process. Participants are invited to bring Summary Statements and questions about applying for Institutional Training grants.